Let yk(An) be the space of piecewise polynomials of degree at most k on [0,1] possessing jumps at 1/n, 2/«, • • •, n-\\n. Recently Gaier has shown that under the supremum norm ||/-^(AJü + IIZ-^A^II >«-*-» unless /is a polynomial of degree at most k. Here we show if 0<a5jl, then ||/-¿^k(âi")\\ = 0{n-k~") if and oniy if/eC*[0, 1 ] and /'*> satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a. In addition, a result similar to Gaier's is given.
Let A:0=xo<Xx<-
• -<xn=l be some subdivision of [0, 1] . We then define the class of spline functions of degree k with knots A, Sr°k(A), to be those functions f(x) which reduce to an element of Trk (the set of polynomials of degree at most k) on each subinterval [x{_x, xA. In the usual definition, we also require/eC*-1, but that will not be assumed here. By a saturation theorem for spline functions, we mean a solution to the following problem: Let A" be a given sequence of subdivisions of [0, 1].
Can we then find a sequence of positive reals (oc") and a set £CÎ so that Gaier [1] has established (2) under the condition of uniform subdivisions, where he shows a.n=n~k~1. We shall solve the corresponding problem for (1) and a result of the form (2) for more general type subdivisions.
2. In this section, we assume An-{i¡n; i=0, 1, • ■ • , n}. Theorem 1. Let k be a given nonnegative integer, 0<a_l, and define jSf*={/;/e*C*[0, !],/**' satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a}. Then (3) \\ f -ykiAn)\\ = Oin-k-°) if and only if fe^k,.
The sufficiency of (3) is known (see e.g. [3] ). Now suppose (4) ||/-^(An)|| = 0(n-*-*).
To show/e=S?* requires a series of lemmas. Proof.
Observe that S2n-52n+i65'fc(A2n+i). Hence by using Markoff's inequality on each subinterval of A2n+i, it follows that IS?' -s?,+1l ^ ^i(2"+1)v l|S2--Sa«+i = iV*-**'.
Therefore, if m>n, and so there exist functions/v satisfying (5), in particular (7) \\S^-fv\\<K32-nlk-v+x).
Note that/v(;c) is defined only for *^U "_i A2". The proof of (6) is nearly identical. where T' means we sum over those i such that í2-n lies between | and jc. By (7) and since/'*_1>=/v_1 is continuous, one has
Hence (10) 2' I**"1! = 2K32-"(,:-v+,,) = 2K32~na.
Letting w-*-co in (8), we have from (5), (9), and (10), jXfv(t)dt=fv_1(x)-fY_1(ï).
Lemma 2 and the induction hypothesis now imply f{v)(x)-fv(x).
Similarly fM(x) =/v(.x) for x${J A3", and so/(v) is continuous. This completes the proof of the lemma and the theorem. Remark. The assumption that our splines be elements of C*_1 considerably simplifies the proof.
3. It is not too difficult to see that the preceding proof may be altered slightly to establish (2) . However the following result of Gaier is considerably stronger. 
